Abstract. We present Scilog, an experimental knowledge base to facilitate scientific discovery and reasoning. Scilog extends Prolog by supporting (1) dedicated predicates for specifying and querying knowledge about scientific processes, (2) the different scales at which processes may be manifested, and (3) the domains to which values belong. Scilog is meant to invoke more specialized algorithms and to be called by high-level discovery routines. We test Scilog's ability to support such routines with a simple search through the space of geophysical models.
Introduction
Computational Scientific Discovery (CSD) differs from the related fields of Machine Learning and Knowledge Discovery in Databases in that prior knowledge is paramount. For example: in CSD there often is at least one large and trusted model that can guide the search for new findings. Additionally, any new knowledge should be in a form that can be readily incorporated into the existing knowledge-base (kb). Here, the verb "incorporate into the ... kb" should cover both the narrow computer-controlled memory/hard-disk kb and larger human-controlled brain/literature kb.
General approaches to doing CSD therefore benefit from a general approach to representing and reasoning with scientific knowledge, chiefly knowledge of processes. Both Langley et al [6] and the Qualitative Reasoning community (e.g [5] ) have identified processes as a fundamental unit of CSD knowledge. Knowledge about processes in turn requires knowledge about their scales and attribute values that they interrelate. This paper introduces Scilog: an exploratory language and reasoning system to support CSD. Scilog is not meant to compete with qualitative systems like QSIM or quantitative systems like that of Langley et al. Rather, it is meant as an intermediate language and reasoner midway between one or more specific systems like QSIM that actually compute using dedicated algorithms and higher level algorithms that enable discovery, visualization, teaching, etc.
Scilog is Prolog that has been extended to support reasoning about processes, the different scales at which processes are manifested, and domains of attributes that processes interrelate. It also supports specialized data stating and querying predicates, has the ability to read data from tables, and can be told to do simple data consistency checks.
Scilog is a language for deduction using a single model. Our conceptualization of science requires that any changes in prediction based on new knowledge be facilitated by explicit high-level model changing algorithms, not by the underlying computational method (cf non-monotonic logic). Our conceptualization of science also disallows several mutually-contradictory models to combine individual predictions into another (perhaps more accurate) one (cf boosting and bagging).
With Scilog we have tried to obtain some of the advantages of using an intermediate scientific reasoning system: 1. Uniform access to a variety of specialized algorithms 2. Support for several applications with one kb 3. Predefined methods to exchange knowledge between domains, scales and processes. Our preliminary results in the field of geophysics suggest that we are on the correct track.
We present related approaches in the Section 2. Section 3 discusses Scilog. Section 4 presents some experiments. Section 5 discusses them and Section 6 concludes.
Relevant Work
Qualitative process theory deals with reasoning about the possible behavior of systems given limited information about them and is sufficiently developed enough to be considered one of the successes of Artificial Intelligence. Variables are considered to have symbolic values representing numerical ranges or landmark values. These variables are interrelated by a set of qualitative differential equations, which has its own symbolic calculus. Qualitative processes theory has successfully be used in applications like troubleshooting and future state prediction [5] .
Langley et al [6] present a general method for constructing process models from primitive processes. Their models of abstract processes describe (1) domain constraints on variables and (2) equations between variables (where constants have been replaced by domains in which the constants must reside). The search for concrete processes to explain data is constrained by information on which processes are mutually exclusive and by an optional grammar telling acceptable series of smaller concrete processes.
We do not seek to replicate either the qualitative reasoning efforts or the work of Langley et al. Rather we strive to be able to embed such algorithms in a larger computational framework. Both the qualitative reasoning effort and Langley et al's computational methodology are more developed than the one presented in this paper. Our goal here is to provide a system that can reason about the knowledge needed to make use of these more specialized approaches.
Scilog

General
Scilog is an outgrowth of the knowledge base used in [7] and is meant to be a common language that is intermediate between low level computational modules and high level visualization and discovery modules. While Scilog is too low level for widespread usage by scientists it is a testbed for a language that may be embedded in scientific applications.
Scilog extends Prolog in two ways. First it defines new predicates and functions to state and compute scientific properties. Second it gives precision and units (with their dimensions) to primitive values, and defines the domains and scales to which they belong. This constitutes data meta-knowledge.
Scilog uses a frame system <object,attribute,value> tuple. Like scientists, Scilog distinguishes between measurements and predictions. Measured values are to be given in tables, or are to be associated with individual objects or classes with the slot and inherit predicates respectively. The predicates dtree, equation, process_class and property are used to predict with decision trees, numeric relations, processes and arbitrary Prolog sentences respectively. The querying predicate lookup just checks measurements, compute just checks predictions, and property (when used as a querying predicate) executes a lookup and then a compute. Scilog also supports contexts, which hold state information (e.g. time and current scale).
Scilog values have a primary value (a mean, median or mode), a certainty range, a domain, a scale and optional references to the object and attribute being described. Domains and scales specify the units, legal values and other meta-information for values. Both are described below.
Scilog extends native Prolog predicates and functions to use these meta-data. The mathematical comparison predicates and functions =, is, >, <, etc. have been extended to convert between units of the same dimension and to fail to unify or operate on values of different dimensions. Additionally, numeric operators compute uncertainty bars given the uncertainty bars of their operands. If this results in a non-Gaussian probability distribution then the resulting value is a composite value of 32 random samples.
Representation of domains
Suppose we are given details of a seismic wave's propagation through the Earth. We hastily convert this to Scilog and type it into our computer. When testing our description, if we are able to compute speeds of less than 0 kmph then we know there is an error. Speed can not be negative (although velocity may be) according to the speed's range's definition. Similarly, if we compute a speed in excess of 3x10 +4 kmph (a tenth of the speed of light) then we are reasonably sure there is an error. Most non-fundamental particles do not go that fast, or equivalently the wave's speed will probably saturate at some slower speed. Domains specify an attribute's legal set of values (including its datatype), its units (including its dimension), its measuring instrument-determined precision information and the types of objects that can be described. They can be used to detect illegal values as they are computed.
There are three numeric domain datatypes (integer, float_pt and fixed_pt) and a nonnumeric one (concept). Numeric domains have the following upper and lower bounds:
1. range_define_limit: The range is logically defined to have these hard endpoints. Example: latitudes must be between -90 to +90. The upper (lower) limit defaults to infinity (-infinity) if not specified. 2. system_limit: The system being measured has these physical endpoints. Example: the position of an earthquake on a fault of length L must be in the range from 0 to L. These limits default to range_define limits if not specified. 3. detect_limit: The instrument that recorded the measurement cannot detect values outside this range. Example: earthquakes with magnitudes to small to detect no matter how close. These limits default to range_define limits if not specified. 4. saturate_limit: The system empirically does not exhibit many values outside this range, even though in principle it could. Example: m b is a measure of the energy released by a particular type of wave produced by earthquakes. It tends to saturate around 6.5 because very energetic earthquakes find other means to dissipate their energy. These limits default to system_limits if not specified. The saturate_limit is a soft limit and is not meant to be a definitive threshold.
reliable_limit:
The instrument can not be relied upon to reproducibly detect values outside this range. Example: below some threshold a seismometer will only be able to detect close earthquakes. These limits default to detect_limits. The reliable_limit is a soft limit and is not meant to be a definitive threshold. 6. observed_limit: No values were observed beyond this value. These limits default to the more restrictive of detect_limit and system_limit if not specified or computed. In addition, the following datatypes have these additional parameters:
Float_pt attributes may specify the length of the mantissa and exponent fields. Float_pt values either have (1) an assumed Gaussian distribution and certainty bars that they have a user-specified probability of being within, or (2) 
Representation of contexts and scales
There is more to a datum than just its own domain. For example, geophysicist believe that many fault segments are locked in place and only move during earthquakes. If we look at such a segment for one second we will observe a relative velocity of 0 most of the time and some dramatic non-zero value during earthquakes. If, however, we ask what the average velocity is over one century or another then we expect more consistent and much lower non-zero values. Contexts differentiate the cases by giving the "instantaneous" velocity's time delta as 1 second and that the "average" velocity's time delta as 1 century.
Contexts list assertions that pertain to a value besides the immediate information of its domain. Such assertions may include: 1. information about the instrument that made a measurement or the method employed to generate a computation, 2. any meta-physical assertions relevant to the model to which the value belongs, and, 3. the scale of a value which tells the time (and perhaps place) that a measurement was made and the temporal (and perhaps spatial) resolution of that measurement.
Contexts are given to queries as conjunctions of assertions. These assertions state what may be assumed to be true for the purpose of one particular query. Contexts are automatically passed to recursive subqueries. They match with ground statements with equivalent contexts, or with generalizations of the given context that have one or more of the conjunctions missing. The universal_context lists no assertions: ground statements of values with the universal_context match all query contexts and queries with the universal_context only match other universal_context ground statements.
Scilog can automatically transform values between two scales if it has knowledge about how the scales relate and knowledge on how to transform the value's attribute. The scale knowledge that Scilog needs is the subdivision of a gross scale value into its finer scale values (or equivalently between a gross scale value and a domain describing the subdivided values) and the value combining function: continuous domains use the mean function, integer domains use the median and conceptual ones use mode.
Representation of processes
All values, with the exception of the advancing of clock time, are only allowed to change due to the action of processes. In the fault segment example, the fact that offset between plates changes over time means that at least one process is active.
Processes describe how a system changes from a before state to an after state over time. Processes may be decomposed into subprocesses to describe finer-grained state changes. Like Langley et al, we distinguish between abstract and concrete processes. We call abstract processes process classes. Process classes are meant to represent a set of possibly similar phenomena. They have:
1. a class which name uniquely identifies it and serves as the name of the set of process instances that are examples of it, 2. an object list which gives the classes of objects that are interrelated by the process' effects. For example, fault_motion_class processes interrelate the shear modulus (µ) and slip (delta(a)) of a member of fault_segment_class with the energy (M 0 ) and area (A) of a member of earthquake_class. 3. a conditions list which state a set of predicates that must be true for instances of this process class to be in effect, and, 4. a manifestations list which give relationships that pertain to all instances of this class.
A partial definition of the process class for motion along a fault is given in figure 1. (The real definition lists other manifestations dealing with fault area and quake magnitude.) Process instances concern one particular happening of a process class. Instances have a name, a process class to which they belong, and name of all objects that that process instance interrelates. Like Langley et al our process instances may be composed of other processes. The two ways that a process instance may be decomposed are temporally (implemented by serial scales) and structurally (implemented by identifying conceptually simpler subprocesses that act in parallel). Our process "grammar" is therefore more lowlevel, but is computationally equivalent to Finite State Automata.
Process instance knowledge is redundantly stored at different scales and with different subprocesses. This serves two purposes: 1. It aids efficient computation by caching results at scales and subprocesses the scientists state as being useful (cf the utility problem). 2. It allows for composite processes by combining the effects of different small scale processes into one large scale process.
The two forms of computation use processes are: 1. directly through the manifestations of that instance, and 2. indirectly by either combining all of the values of subprocesses of the given process or by finding a superprocess of the given process, computing its value and those of all of its subprocesses except the given process, and combining those values.
Computing with domains, scales and processes
Although Scilog inherits its depth-first search strategy from Prolog, also uses special mechanisms to answer ontology and frame system queries faster than Prolog's matcher allows. These mechanisms are initialized when Scilog first starts: input files are identified by their file extension as to whether they contain ontology information, domain and attribute information, or general scientific information. The ontology and then the domain and attribute components of the knowledge base are initialized before more general knowledge is loaded. When Scilog is up and running it has most of the functionality of a Prolog interpreter. (Changing operator precedence is currently not supported.) It also has support for the new predicates such as lookup, compute and property. When trying to answer these queries Scilog tries the internally-supported knowledge sources given in table 2.
The context and property cache both store information specific to the current runtime environment. The context tells holds information about the current state such as the time and what assumptions are currently believed. The property cache holds recent computations with the expectation that some of them may be asked for again. The database, frame and inheritance sources are designed to hold measurements and "timeless" universal_context information.
Experiments
Experimental methodology
There is, of course, overhead associated with our rich description of values: dimensions must be checked; units must be converted; domains and attributes that result from arithmetic operations must be looked up, and when necessary, computed or invented. Therefore, it is inappropriate to compare Scilog with spreadsheets, that are more concerned with the layout and display of computations, or with tools like Matlab, Mathematica and Maple, which keep only limited datatype information. Rather, we should grade our knowl- To accomplish this we have built a simple discovery application on top of Scilog and applied it to an abstraction of a problem found in the literature: that of the "San Andreas Discrepancy". Our discovery application considers models of increasing structural complexity (a technique whose use in CSD has been pioneered by Valdes-Perez) and which roughly parallels the search that geophysicists made to explain the discrepancy in the 1970s and 1980s. The fact that this was a real problem suggests that if Scilog is successful here then it potentially could be helpful in other "real-world" problems.
The San Andreas Discrepancy
The "San Andreas discrepancy" was the name for the difference in the believed relative velocity of the Pacific ("PAC") and North American ("NAM") plates and their observed and inferred velocities along their interface at the San Andreas fault. During the early development of the theory of plate tectonics J. Tuzo Wilson suggested that the San Andreas fault could be a boundary between PAC and NAM where they slide past each other [4] . The first computational attempts to predict their relative plate velocities modeled it as such and estimated that the speed should be about 57 mm/year. This estimate, however, disagrees with the motion along the fault of 32 mm/year that was measured in the 1960s and the inferred motion due to the examination of stream bed offsets of 36 mm/year (time scale: 13,000 years) [4] .
FIGURE 2. Coastal California, San Andreas and Basin-and-Range
Currently many geophysicists believe that the discrepancy can be accounted for by several factors. First, of course, is the known motion along the San Andreas fault. Second, the region to the east of the fault (an area called the "Basin and Range") is known to be expanding. Geodetic data between 1981 and 1985 gives the rate as 9 mm/year, most of which is parallel to the direction of PAC-NAM motion [4] . Third, more recent models of global tectonics based on more complete surveys of the ocean floor reduce the relative PAC-NAM rate to 48 mm/year over the past 3-4 million years. Fourth, the remaining portion of the unaccounted for motion is believed to be associated with the deformation of the the region to the west of the fault. This region is known to be geophysically stressed as portions of it are rising at the rate of 2-3 cm/kyear, creating the Santa Monica mountains in Southern California [1] . However, because much of this region is under the Pacific ocean, direct measurement of its speed and direction of motion, and expansion or contraction is more difficult. 
Model encoding
Our models make extensive use of Scilog's abilities to store knowledge in different forms. Table 3 lists geophysical knowledge that was used by the form that was employed. (Please go on-line to [3] to see many of the equations.) This list does not include standard background knowledge always loaded in Scilog. We allow for three different process classes: plate-plate relative motion, motion along a fault, and subplate expansion. (Contraction can be viewed as expansion with a negative rate.) We represent up to five different process instances: PAC-NAM motion, San Andreas motion, Basin and Range expansion, California Coastal motion and the motion of some unspecified subplate of the Pacific plate. Data on these process instances exists at one or more of four scales: early 1980s, 1960s, holocene (the past 12000 years) and quaternary (the past 1 million years). These relationships are given in figure 3 and table 4. Speeds are associated with all process instances. The composite process PAC-NAM has a speed of 48 mm/year. The rate of slip along the San Andreas fault will be taken as 32 mm/year in the 1960s and 36 mm/year during the holocene. The rate of expansion of the Basin will be taken to be 9 mm/year in the early 1980s and 12 mm/year during the holocene [4] . Finally, the rates of expansion of the California coast and of some other unidentified block will be predicted given the constraints imposed by the other process instances. This reflects the lack of data for the partially submerged coast as well as the admitted ignorance of where some "other" expanding subplate might be.
Model grading and search
Ideally we would use a general heuristic for grading a scientific model such as the one presented by Phillips [8] . That approach, however, requires that we divide our scientific model into theory, laws and data; and that we give constants telling how much we trust the data versus trust the laws. In this paper we have simplified our analysis by only grading the data given the laws, by generating sets of laws from the structurally simplest model to increasingly more complex ones, and by ignoring the theory component altogether.
Valdes-Perez [9] pioneered the approach of generating scientific models from structurally simplest to increasingly complex. This approach, however, has only been applicable to models that are entirely structural and do not, for example, contain floating point numbers that predict to greater or lesser accuracy.
We use Scilog's computational ability to slightly generalize his approach. We rely on Scilog's facility for processes to compute process instance attributes when they are not explicitly stated in the model. (Some values may not be deducible if there is insufficient information. If this is true then we reject the model and go to the next.) We take all of the predictions of the model and compare them with either the recorded value at the scale or the closest scale's value. (Relying on the closest scale is necessary because as not all values are known at all scales.) Acceptable models both predict all values and have predictions that have certainty ranges that overlap with the those of their closest observations. Subsequent models are generated from previous models by incorporating another process instance's measurements into it for process instance attributes that have no value explicitly stated in the model. Only if all process instance attribute values are specified do we increase the models complexity by adding another subprocess to PAC-NAM. This parallels real scientific discovery where first the San Andreas, then the Basin and Range, and finally Coastal California were used to understand the border between PAC and NAM in California.
Scilog's predictions are given in table 5. Values that are underlined and italicized represent predictions that do not match the closest observation or are inconsistent with other predictions, question marks represent the failure to predict and the "--" means that the value is not relevant for the model. Model M 0 reflects the beliefs in the late 1960s that the San Andreas was responsible for all of the relative motion between PAC and NAM. Subsequent models add the effects of the Basin and Range, the California Coast, and lastly 5 ± 4 ± some hitherto unseen subplate (labelled "Other"). The experiment must end at M8 because no more data is available.
M 5 is the best model. Scilog has successfully reproduced the computations needed to support the modern scientific view that San Andreas motion, Basin-and-Range extension, and Coastal Californian motion all play a part in the dynamics of the PAC-NAM boundary.
Let us consider the PAC-NAM northerly velocity of 39 mm/year in more detail. Scilog created a new domain domain16 that results from all of the operations that went into making it. For example, it is a floating point domain with only 7 binary digits of mantissa precession. This results from the low resolution of the angular velocity between PAC and NAM of 7.8x10 -7 degrees/yr [2] that went into the calculation. Additionally, Scilog created an attribute for this value named plate_plate_motions_angular_velocity_times_radius_attr_times _sin_of_acos_of_sin_of_latitude_attr_times_sin_of_plate_plat 2 that (partially) expresses the history of the computation.
To demonstrate Scilog's ability to transfer knowledge between scales, and to show the limitations of its purely deductive framework, we loaded records of 176 earthquakes along one portion of the San Andreas in Central California (36.6 N, 121.2 W to 36.3 N, 120.8 W) from 1960 to 1970 at a finer scale (time delta: 1 day). Computed estimates of the total velocity from these events varies with assumptions about their areas but all are significantly smaller than the lookup value of 32 mm/year. There are at least two reasons for this: (1) not all earthquakes were listed (some were too small) and (2) in general, another process (aseismic creep) also moves faults (especially in Central California). This highlights both Scilog's ability to check consistency between models and data and its limitation to purely monotonic reasoning. 
Analysis and Discussion
We can assess our progress towards our goals:
1. Uniform access to a variety of specialized algorithms. These computations utilized knowledge from frames, rules, equations, process classes and process instances. 2. Support for several applications with one kb. The experiment demonstrated support for scientific re-discovery.
Predefined methods to exchange knowledge between domains, scales and processes.
The experiments showed the system's ability to use and create new domains and attributes, to use process-specific information and to rescale knowledge. Scilog is a purely deductive system and is limited to monotonic reasoning. In science this might be a good thing: it forces scientists to be as explicit as possible about their models.
Conclusion
We have introduced preliminary work on Scilog, an extension of Prolog expressly designed to support scientific deduction. Scilog is too low level to ask scientists to use it directly. Rather, it is designed as an internal computational language for applications that need a scientific reasoner.
Despite its low level Scilog has shown promise in its ability to support scientific computations by its uniform access to knowledge, its support for higher level applications, and its ability to manipulate domains, scales and processes. Specific areas for advancement include adding general mechanisms to call other more specialized reasoning systems, and building more capable discovery and reasoning systems on top of it.
